
4. Panzer-Division (4th Panzer Division)**

The 4. Panzer-Division was formed in 1933. It fought in Poland
in September 1939, and in May 1940 it took part in the western
campaign. In late 1940 the division supplied some units for
forming the 14. Panzer-Division. The division was transferred
to the central sector of the eastern front in June 1941. In

the summer .of 1943 it took part in the Kursk offensive* During
the Russian offensive in the autumn of 1943 the division fougit
in the'Gomel area and was continuously engaged in the central
sector during the winter of 1943-44.

Item

Ic, Aalagenband z. TE, Anlage II, Band.2. Intelligence reports, interrogation sum-
maries, messages, and maps pertaining to military security and enemy operations,
unit identification, losses, organization, weapons, partisan activity, and the
tactical situation in.the Mglin, Bolkhov, and Kursk areas. Also, a summary of
an interrogation of Polish Minister President Leon Kozlowski, order of battle
chart of the 4. Pz.Div., and German translations of Soviet combat orders and
directives concerning the Soviet Military Intelligence Service,

Ic, Anlagenband z. TE5 Originalunterlagen Nr. 1-107. Intelligence reports and
bulletins and interrogation summaries pertaining to enemy operations, tactics,
movements, unit identification and strength, losses, military intelligence
service, training, recruitment, assignment, and the tactical situation; partisan,,
espionage, and sabotage activity, propaganda, military security; and troop enter-
tainment. Also, German translations of an order of the People's Commissariat for
Defense, Jul 28, 1942, and reports on enemy artillery activity and troop disposi-
tion in the Mtsensk and Stalinogorsk areas.

Ic, Anlagen z. TB und z. KTB, Originalunterlagen 1-97. Intelligence reports and in-
••••"-̂ "•nt.ion summaries concerning enemy operations, unit identification, losses,
partisan activj.̂  , "* ^^anization, heavy weapons, tanks, mines, military intelli-
gence service, and the tactical situation in the Trubchevsk and Novgorod-Severski
areas* military security; counterintelligencej and troop indoctrination and enter-
tainment. Also, German propaganda leaflets, directives relating to reconnaissance
activity of partisan units, a report on the reorganization of enemy artillery, and
a German translation of Stalin's order No. 195 dated Hay 1, 1943.

Dates Roll 1st Frame

Aug 22, 1941 -
Jan 8, 1942 23479/34 2310

Sep Doc 31, 1942 26575/2 '310 307

Apr 1 - Jun 30, 1943 34335/16 2310 579

-"- Most of the records of the 4. Panzer-Division are described in Guide No. 41, p. 103 ff.w
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